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This invention relates to heavier-than-air aircraft and
pertains to a novel type of aircraft which I refer to as a
“Gyropter,” and which possesses the flying characteristics

of both the airplane and the helicopter.

The airplane and the helicopter each have specific ad-
vantages and disadvantages which are inherent in and
peculiar to their types. For example, the airplane can
be driven at very high speeds, but as higher and higher
speeds have been achieved, wing surface areas have been
reduced and wing loadings have been increased with the
result that with planes designed for supersonic speeds,
critical stalling speeds are very high, and large landing
fields with extremely long runways are required for safety
in take offs and landings. It is impossible, of course,
for the airplane to rise or descend vertically or to hover.
The latter are the great virtues and advantages of the

helicopter. But the great disadvantage of the helicopter
is its inherent limitation in speed. When a single rotor
helicopter is ascending or descending vertically, the center
of lift is at or near the axis of rotation of the winged
rotor. As the helicopter begins to advance in a hori-
zontal direction, however, the center of lift shifts away
from the axis of rotation and as forward speed increases,
the center of lift moves further and further away from
the axis of rotation, until at some critical speed the heli-
copter will capsize. Multiple rotors have been used in
an effort to overcome this difficulty, but multiple rotors
introduce other difficulties.

Aircraft according to the present invention comprise
essentially a rotor mounted on and entirely enclosed
within upper and lower interconnected stator elements
which carry one or more annular airfoils extending around
the periphery of the rotor. The rotor is mounted for
rotation on a vertical axis and is preferably in the nature
of a large centrifugal blower. The upper stator is pro-
vided with an intake opening preferably near or surround-
ing the axis of rotation of the rotor, and the rotor is

provided with blades dr other means, such as discs, which
accelerate the air and discharge it outwardly from the
periphery in a substantially horizontal direction, or at
an angle producing a downwash which generates a com-
ponent of vertical lift. The annular airfoils which sur-
round the periphery of the rotor are located in the path
of the air discharged from the rotor, being so arranged
that the resultant of the aerodynamic forces acting there-
on exerts vertical lift. Since the airfoils are entirely with-
in and enclosed by the upper and lower stators, they are
thereby protected from the influence of air currents re-
sulting from horizontal motion of the aircraft. Conse-
quently, there is no shift of the center of lift as horizontal
speed increases.

The rotor may be driven in any suitable manner, but
is preferably driven by one or more jet reactors in order
to eliminate torque which would be present if the rotor
were driven by a source of power located on the stators.

Any tendency of the stators to rotate due to air friction
or drag or to mechanical friction in the bearings between
rotor and stators may be corrected aerodynamically by

airfoils, preferably adjustable, located in the path of the
air discharged from the rotor. Alternatively, it may be
corrected gyroscopically, or, after the aircraft attains
sufficient horizontal speed, by fins and/or rudders on the

5 stators.

The aircraft may be propelled horizontally in a variety
of ways. For example, the gyroscopic action of the
rotor may be utilized to produce a tilt of the aircraft
through which moderate horizontal speeds can be ob-

10 tained. This can also be obtained by conventional aero-
dynamic controls connected with the stators, or by chang-
ing the angle of sectors of the lift ring or rings, or also
by strangling sectors of the streams of air passing to the
rotor or the lift rings. The aircraft will then move hori-

15 zontally in the direction of the tilt. Alternatively or
supplementally the aircraft may be propelled by propel-
lors, jet reactors or any other suitable means mounted
on the stators.

In applying the principles of the invention to aircraft
20 of large size, it will be found to be advantageous to uti-

lize multiple rotors rather than to attempt to utilize a
single rotor of very large diameter. In such cases by
suitable choice of location and direction of rotation of
the rotors, any tendency of the stators to rotate may be

25 largely eliminated.

The outside configuration of the stators may be varied
depending on the size of the aircraft and the type of
service for which it is designed. In the case of small
single rotor aircraft, the stator assembly may be in the

30 shape of a disk, thin at its peripheral edges and thickened
toward the center. Alternatively, and more particularlym the case of high speed ships, the stator assembly is
preferably in the form of a wing. In such cases, once
the aircraft is off the ground and propelled horizontally

35 at sufficient speed, the aerodynamic lift of the wing may
be used to supplement the lift of the annular airfoil, 01

-

in some cases may supersede it entirely. In the latter
case, doors are used to obstruct the air inlet of the rotor
in order to prevent any exchange of pressure between

40 the upper and lower parts of the stator. In the latter
event the lift of the annular airfoil would be used onlym ascending from or descending to an airfield.

It will be observed, therefore, that the aircraft of the
present invention combines many of the advantages of

45 the airplane and the helicopter while eliminating some
of the disadvantages of each. Thus, it can ascend and
descend vertically and it can hover, but it can also move
horizontally at very high speeds. It is more stable in

sn ™an efther the airplane or the helicopter becausesu of the gyroscopic effect of the rotor.
Other objects and advantages of the invention will

appear hereinafter.

A preferred embodiment of the invention selected for
purposes of illustration are shown in the accompanying

>o drawings, in which,
Fig. 1 is a diagrammatic, side elevation, partly broken

away and in section, showing a simple aircraft embodying
this invention;

Fig. 2 is a top plan view partly broken away and inou section, of the aircraft shown in Fig. 1;

Figs. 3, 4, 5 and 6 are diagrammatic, reduced scale,
top plan views, showing the way in which the ballast
is distributed for controlling the trim of the aircraft;

gg
Figs. 7, 8, 9 and 10 are diagrammatic side elevations

showing the trim of the aircraft with the ballast distrib-
uted as in Figs. 3, 4, 5 and 6, respectively;

Fig. 11 is a view similar to Fig. 1 but showing a first

modified form of the invention;

70 Fig- 12 is a fragmentary detail view showing a second
modification of the invention;

Fig. 13 is an enlarged, fragmentary, vertical, sectional
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view showing the air flow to the reactor jet and the air

flow to the anti-rotational fins;

Fig. 14 is a top plan view of one of the anti-rotational

fins shown in Fig. 13;

Fig. 15 is an enlarged, vertical, sectional view showing

a third modified form of the invention;

Fig. 16 is a vertical, sectional view showing jet pro-

pulsion means for obtaining horizontal flight;

Fig. 17 is a top plan view of a fourth modified form

of the invention in which the upper stator is in the form

of a delta wing;

Fig. 18 is a side elevation, partly broken away and in

section of the aircraft shown in Fig. 17;

Fig. 19 is a top plan view of a fifth modified form of

the invention in which a plurality of rotors are used in

a single stator which is shaped as a cambered wing;

Fig. 20 is a side elevation of the modified form of

aircraft shown in Fig. 19; and

Fig. 21 is a rear elevation of the aircraft shown in

Figs. 19 and 20.

In its simplest form the aircraft of this invention in-

cludes a lower stator 25, a rotor 26 rotatably mounted on

a central huh 27, and an upper stator 28. The stators 25

and 28 are rigidly connected by the hub 27. The hub

27 is hollow and may be of substantial internal diameter

to provide accommodations for passengers and freight.

In the construction shown, there is a transparent turret

29 at the top of the hub 27 providing visibility for a

pilot 30.

The bottom stator 25 has wheels 33 and such other

landing gear structure as may be desirable. The rotor

26 has a hollow hub portion which serves as a fuel tank

35. This tank is preferably sectional or provided with

anti-surge partitions. Above the fuel tank 35, the rotor

26 has blades 36 extending radially. In the construction

shown in Figs. 1 and 2, the blades 36 extend along radii

of the rotor, but the radially extending blades may slope

in the direction of, or against the direction of rotation in

accordance with conventional practice of centrifugal

blowers. There is a wide annular opennig 38 in the

upper stator 28 above the inner ends of the blades 36;

and air is drawn downwardly through this air inlet open-

ing 38 by the rotor 26 which operates as a centrifugal

4
because they provide simple and reliable means for driv-

ing the rotor without gearing or other mechanism having

moving parts. In the broader aspects of the invention,

however, the reactors 45 are merely representative of

5 power means for turning the rotor 26 to draw air*

through the inlet opening 38 and to discharge the air

against the liftring 42, or any of the other liftring con-

structions which will be described in connection with cer-

tain modified forms of the invention.

10 The upper stator 28 has a fin 47 and rudder 48 at its

rearward end. There are a plurality of ballast tanks 50

located at angularly spaced regions around the peripheral

portion of the upper stator 28. The construction illus-

trated has four ballast tanks 50. These are sufficient for

15 controlling the trim of the aircraft, in a manner which

will be described, but more than four tanks can be used

if desired. There are conduits connecting the ballast

tanks 50 and pumps or other suitable means for moving

liquid ballast from one tank to another.

20 From the construction thus far described it will be

apparent that the aircraft shown in Figs. 1 and 2 is cap-

able of vertical ascent and hovering in the same manner

as a helicopter because its lift does not depend upon

horizontal speed. The aircraft can also move horizontally

25 in a manner similar to a helicopter, if the nose of the

aircraft is tilted downwardly so that the annular current

of air, discharged by the rotor around the entire periphery

of aircraft, has a net rearward component. In horizontal

flight, however, the aircraft of this invention does not

30 experience any change in the center of lift, as in the case

of a helicopter, because the rotor 26 is entirely enclosed

within the housing provided by the stators. The opera-

tion of the enclosed rotor is just the same with the air-

craft moving horizontally as when the aircraft is hover-

35 mg or moving vertically.

Fig. 3 shows the rotor turning in a clockwise direction,

as indicated by the arrow 54, and ballast equally di-

vided among all of the tanks 50. With the aircraft

symmetrically loaded, as indicated in Fig. 3, the axis of

40 the aircraft is substantially vertical and the thrust re-

action from the liftrings is symmetrical about a vertical

axis as indicated by the arrows 56 in Fig. 7. The axial

thrust of the aircraft is directly vertical as indicated by

the axial vector 57.
blower.

_

There are spars 40 extending across the air inlet open- 4a

ing 38 for rigidly connecting together the portions of

the stator 28 which are on opposite sides of the air inlet

opening 38. These spars 40 are preferably streamlined

so as to offer a minimum of resistance to the flow of air

to the rotor 26.

The upper stator 28 extends across the top of the

rotor 26 with a running clearance. In the structure illus-

trated, the peripheral portion of the upper stator 28 ex-

tends beyond the ends of the rotor blades 36. The lower

surface of the upper stator 28, beyond the blades 36,
00

provides an annular surface which serves as a liftring for

the aircraft. This annular surface or liftring, designated

by the reference character 42, slopes downwardly so that

it deflects the air from the rotor 26, and this deflecting
co

of the air provides an upward thrust for lifting the air-

craft. When the surface above the blades has a down-

ward slope, the pressure of the air stream against this sur-

face develops a component of lift.

The space between the peripheral portions of the lower
cg

stator 25 and upper stator 28 is open around the entire

aircraft to provide running clearance, for arms 44 which

project from diametrically opposite locations, on the rotor

26, beyond the lower stator 25 and into the ambient at-

mosphere below the aircraft. There is a jet reactor 45 70

connected to the outer end of each of the arms 44, and

these reactors 45 drive the rotor 26.

Fuel for the reactors 45 is supplied by centrifugal force

from the fuel tank 35 in the. rotor. These reactors 45

are used in the preferred embodiment of the invention 75

Since the rotor 26 acts as a large gyroscope, any pres-

sure tending to tilt the gyroscope downwardly at the right

side of the aircraft will cause the gyroscope to tilt its

axis rearwardly. This phenomenon by which force at

one side of a gyroscope causes the axis to tilt 90° out of

phase with the applied force is a well known property of

gyroscopes. The present invention takes advantage of

this phenomenon by shifting the ballast from the right

hand tank 50 to the left hand tank 50, as shown in Fig. 4,

when it is desirable to tilt the nose of the aircraft down-

ward for forward flight as shown in.Fig. 8.

With the aircraft tilted as shown in Fig. 8, the annular

air stream 56 has a rearward component, and the axial

vector 57 slopes at an angle to the vertical so that it has

vertical and horizontal components, indicated by the vec-

tors 61 and 62, respectively, and the aircraft moves in a

forward direction.

For greater forward speed, the aircraft can be tilted

still further, as shown in Figs. 5 and 9. This is done

by shifting all of the ballast into the right hand tank 50.

The axial thrust component 57 has a greater slope to the

vertical and thus produces a horizontal vector 62' which

is greater than the vector 62. and a lift, vector 61' which

is somewhat less than the lift vector 61 in Fig. 8. An
increase in the speed of the rotor will compensate the

reduction of the lift vector 61' in order to keep the same

altitude of flying.

Figs. 6 and 10 are similar to Figs. 5 and 9 except that

the entire ballast is shifted to the right hand tank 50

and the , direction of: movement of the aircraft is rear-

ward instead of forward. The vectors are indicated by
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the same reference characters as in Fig. 9 and the only

difference is that the horizontal vector 62' is toward the

rear instead of toward the front. It will be understood
that if the rotor 26 were turning in the opposite direction

to that indicated in Fig. 6, that is, were turning in a 5
counter-clockwise direction, loading of the right hand
ballast tank 50 would tilt the aircraft forwardly instead

of rearwardly.

The examples shown in Figs. 3 to 10 are believed

to be sufficient to illustrate the way in which trim and 10

direction of travel of the aircraft can be statically con-

trolled. When high speed forward movement is desir-

able, other power means in addition to the thrust from
the rotor are used as will be explained in connection with
Fig. 16. 15

Fig. 11 shows a first modified form of the invention

in which a liftring 65 is located some distance below
the liftring surface 42 of the upper stator 28. This lift-

ring 65 is an airfoil section which is similar, in radial

cross section, to a cambered airplane wing, but the lift- 20
ring 65 is annular and it acts as an airplane wing of the

infinite aspect ratio. The liftring 65 is connected to the

upper stator 28 by vanes 67.

This construction with a liftring 65 in addition to the

liftring surface 42 utilizes the airstream from the rotor 25

26 more efficiently; and the liftring 65 is shaped to take

advantage of the Bernoulli effect in obtaining increased

lift from the liftring 65.

Fig. 12 shows a second modified construction in which
the liftring 65 is attached to the rotor 26, by vanes 67, 30

instead of being attached to the upper stator 28. With
this construction, the liftring 65 tends to lift the rotor

26 and this lift is transmitted to the aircraft through an

upward thrust bearing at the center hub of the rotor,

such as the upper thrust bearing 68 shown in Fig. 11. 35

The rotor 26 of Fig. 11 is shown with thrust bearings

68 at both ends of its hub to provide against end play.

All of the rotor bearings shown in the drawing are di-

agrammatic and it will be understood that all of them
have provision for preventing excessive end play. In 40

Fig. 12, the upper stator 28 still provides lift because of

the reaction of the air stream against the liftring sur-

face 42.

Fig. 13 shows a construction which is similar to Fig. 11,

but with a somewhat different construction for the vanes

which connect the liftring 65 to the upper stator 28. In

Fig. 13, vanes 71 extend at a tangential slope to the

direction of discharge of the air stream from the rotor

26. This slope of the vanes 71 is calculated to produce

a torque for the upper stator 28 equal and opposite to

the torque which results from air friction and friction

of the rotor on the hub bearing. When the aircraft has

no horizontal movement for making its fin and rudder

effective, and no other means are provided to counter-

act the effect, there is a tendency for the stators to gradu-
gg

ally assume a rotation in the same direction as the rotor.

This results not only from mechanical friction of the

rotor on the stator hub, but also from a component of

movement of the air stream tangentially discharged by
the rotor.

gg
Since the tendency of the stators to pick up rotation

from the rotor varies with the speed of rotation, the

slope of the vanes 71 will exactly compensate at only one

rotor speed. For this reason, the vanes 71 are prefer-

ably made with tail portions 72 pivoted to the forward
gg

portion of the vanes at 73. These tail portions 72 are

similar to rudders in an air stream, and they shift one

way or another to control the tangential thrust of the air

stream against the vanes 71 so as to compensate fully

any tendency of the stators to pick up the rotation from

the rotor. The tail portions 72 are operated by tillers

74 through control cables or other motion transmitting

connections operated by the pilot.

Another way in which rotation of the stators can be

prevented is by providing a gyroscope 75 (Fig. 16) car- 75

6
ried by the stator assembly with the axis of rotation of
the gyroscope 75 extending in a direction transverse of
the direction of the rotor axis.

Fig. 15 shows a third modification of the construction

in which there are a plurality of liftrings 76 spaced from
the liftring surface 42 of the upper stator 28, and from
each other. These liftrings 76 are connected to the upper
stator 28 by vanes 78.

Fig. 15 also shows the way in which a portion of the

air from the rotor 26 is supplied through the hollow in-

terior of the arm 44 to the jet reactor 45. The fuel from
the tank in the rotor flows to the reactor through a fuel

pipe 79.

Fig. 16 shows the upper stator 28 equipped with a jet

reactor 81 at the rearward end of the aircraft. A por-

tion of the air from the rotor 26 is blown into a col-

lector 83 and this air flows through a passage 84 to the

combustion chamber of the reactor 81. This air is mixed
with fuel from a fuel pipe 86 which delivers a jet of liquid

fuel against the air current for atomization. The air fuel

mixture burns in a combustion chamber 87 and is dis-

charged rearwardly to provide a propulsion jet for driving

the aircraft through the air in a horizontal direction.

When the aircraft is travelling at high speed in a hori-

zontal direction, and the air delivered by the rotor is

not to be used for lift, the entire output of air from the

rotor can be delivered to the jet reactor by having a re-

tractable collector 83 that can be dropped down into

position to block the flow of air to the lift rings and di-

vert all of the air to the reactor.

With a propulsion jet reactor 81 to drive the aircraft,

it is not necessary to tilt the aircraft for developing a

horizontal component from the rotor discharge. How-
ever, the propulsion jet reactor 81 can be used in addi-

tion to any horizontal component developed by tilting

of the aircraft.

When very high horizontal speed is desired, one or

more powerful propulsion jet reactors 81 are used and the

tilting of the aircraft is not relied upon for horizontal

flight because the drag is somewhat increased by any tilt-

ing of the aircraft with a resulting increase in the front

profile of the upper stator.

Fig. 17 shows a fourth modification of the invention

in which the rotor is placed in a wing 91. This wing 91
has ailerons 93, a fin 94 and a rudder 95. The wing
is an upper stator of the aircraft, and there is a lower

stator 98 which functions in the same way as the other

modifications of the invention. There is a propulsion jet

reactor 100 at the trailing edge of the wing 91 and this

jet reactor 100 is supplied with air from the rotor in

the same manner as already described in connection with

Fig. 16.

The wing 91 has a number of advantages over the

simpler upper stator 28 when high horizontal speed is

desired and when the aircraft is designed for greater car-

rying capacity. The wing 91 has a shape of delta wings

which are designed for high speed jet planes, and the

rotor 26 enclosed within the wing offers no additional

drag when the aircraft is traveling at high horizontal

speed.

With the modification of the invention shown in Fig.

17, the rotor 26 can be used for vertical ascent, and

when the aircraft has assumed sufficient horizontal speed

to derive ample lift from the wing 91, the rotor 26 can

be shut off, if other means are available to supply air to

the jet reactor 100. The aircraft is then operated entirely

as a jet plane. A slide or door 105 can be used to cover

the air inlet opening 38 during high speed horizontal

flight, and provision can be made for moving the reactors

45 up into the wing in the same manner as retractable

landing gear. The annular discharge space between the

upper and lower stators can be closed, if desired, in a

manner similar to the way in which slot controllers are

used with conventional aircraft.

Fig. 19 shows a fifth modification of the invention in
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which a plurality of rotors 26 are enclosed within a large

wing 110 . This fifth modification differs from that shown

in Fig. 17 principally in the size of the wing and in the

use of more than one rotor 26.

In the case of multi-rotor aircraft, such as shown in

Fig. 19, the gyroscope effects of the rotors compensate

themselves and the normal conditions of static and aero-

dynamics controls takes place.

Three jet reactors 100 are provided for propelling the

aircraft shown in Fig. 19. Each of these reactors is

supplied with air from a different one of the rotors 26 .

The wings 91 and 1. 10
,
shown in Figs. 17 and 19 have

the advantage of providing space beyond and above the

rotors for the accommodation of passengers and freight.

The wing 19 has an extensive cabin 112 above the rotors,

seats 114 and a center aisle 116 . The cabin has win-

dows 118 ,
throughout its length and the pilot is located

in the nose of the wing 110 with a window 120 provid-

ing good visibility to the front and sides.

The preferred embodiments, and some modifications

of the invention have been illustrated and described, but

other modifications can be made without departing from

the invention as defined in the claims.

I claim:

1. A heavier-than-air aircraft comprising, in combina-

tion, a stator assembly comprising spaced upper and lower

interconnected stator elements, a rotor mounted on said

stator assembly for rotation on a vertical axis, said rotor

being located between said stator elements and in
_

a

chamber formed thereby, means on said rotor for dis-

charging air outwardly from the periphery of the rotor

in a substantially horizontal direction, and an annular

air foil surrounding the periphery of said rotor and having

a surface lying in the path of said air and curving down-

wardly and forming the upper surface of an opening

through the bottom of the aircraft.

2. An aircraft including an upper stator having an

opening for the downward flow of air, a lower stator rigid-

ly connected to the upper stator, a rotor housed between

the stators and having radially extending blades in posi-

tion to draw air downwardly through the opening in

the upper stator and to discharge the air outwardly, and

^ lift ring surface below the upper stator and forming

the upper surface of an opening through the bottom of

the aircraft.

3. An aircraft comprising a rotor housed between

upper and lower stators, the upper stator having an open-

ing therethrough above the center of the rotor, and the

rotor having blades that draw air through the opening and

discharge it radially, and an annular lift ring surface under

a portion of the upper stator beyond the peripheral limit

of the rotor and forming the upper surface of an opening

through the bottom of the aircraft.

4. The aircraft described in claim 3 with a jet reactor

connected to the rotor by a support which extends from

the rotor outwardly and downwardly to a location below

the lift ring.

5. An aircraft comprising a stator assembly, a rotor

housed within the stator assembly, the rotor comprising

a centrifugal blower having blades that draw air down-

wardly through an opening in the stator assembly, and

that discharge the air by centrifugal force outwardly, an

annular air foil attached to the stator assembly, and in

the air stream and curving downwardly and forming the

upper surface of an opening through the bottom of the

aircraft and power driving mechanism connected to the

rotor fqr turning it.

6. An aircraft comprising a stator assembly, a power-

driven rotor housed within the stator assembly, the rotor

having a hub portion that turns on a bearing in the

stator assembly about an axis extending substantially

vertically, and the rotor having radially extending blades

that draw air downwardly through an opening in the

stator assembly around the hub portion of the rotor, and

that discharge the air radially outward, power driving

8
mechanism for turning the rotor, and a lift ring comprising

an annular air foil connected to the stator assembly in

the air stream discharged by the rotor, and curving down-

wardly and forming the upper surface of an opening

5 through the bottom of the aircraft.

7. An aircraft including a stator assembly, a rotor

comprising a centrifugal blower having a hub portion that

rotates on a bearing, carried by the stator assembly,

about a substantially vertical axis, radially extending

10 blades of the rotor completely housed within the stator

assembly in position to draw air downwardly through an

opening in the stator assembly, said stator assembly hav-

ing an annular outlet passage extending from adjacent the

circumference of the rotor and downwardly and outward-

15 ly from the rotor with the upper wall of the annular pas-

sage serving as a lift ring surface against which the blast

of air from the rotor is directed to impart lifting force to

the aircraft the surface of the lift ring curving down-

wardly and forming the upper surface of an opening

20 through the bottom of the aircraft, and power driving

mechanism for the rotor.

8. The aircraft described in claim 7, characterized by

a second lift ring including an annular air foil located

between the upper and lower walls of the outlet through

25 which the air from the rotor is discharged, the second

lift ring being connected to the stator assembly above

it by vanes that hold the second lift ring in a predeter-

mined spaced relation to the top wall of the opening.

9. An aircraft comprising a stator assembly with a

30 chamber therein, a rotor enclosed within the chamber, the

rotor comprising a centrifugal blower with a hub portion

that turns about a substantially vertical axis and on bear-

ings carried by the stator assembly, the rotor also having

radially extending blades which rotate between upper

35 and lower walls of the chamber provided by the stator

assembly, power driving mechanism for the rotor, the

stator assembly having an inlet opening above the hub

portion of the rotor in position to supply air to the

blades, and having also an annular outlet opening extend-

40 ing outwardly and downwardly from a region beginning at

the outer limits of the blades, and at least one annular

lift ring attached to the blades and located in the air

outlet of the stator assembly and in the air stream from

the rotor, the surface of the lift ring curving downwardly

and forming the upper surface of an opening through the

bottom of the aircraft.

10. An aircraft comprising a stator assembly having

a chamber therein with a central opening at the top and

an annular lower opening with a lift ring surface therein,

~
0

the surface of the lift ring curving downwardly and form-
a

ing the upper surface of an opening through the bottom

of the aircraft a rotor housed within the chamber and

comprising a centrifugal blower with a hub portion that

turns on a bearing on the stator assembly about a sub-

stantially vertical axis and that has radially extending
00

blades which propel a stream of air from the central open-

ing through the lower annular opening, fuel tanks within

the hub portion of the rotor, and power driving means for

the rotor including a jet reactor connected to the rotor by a

frame extending from the blades outwardly and down-

wardly through the annular lower opening so as to locate

the reactor in the ambient atmosphere below the aircraft,

and a fuel line through which fuel is supplied from the

tanks to the jet reactor by centrifugal force.

63 11. An aircraft comprising a stator assembly having

a chamber therein with a central upper opening and an

annular lower opening, a rotor enclosed within the cham-

ber and comprising a centrifugal blower with radially ex-

tending blades to draw air from the upper opening and

70 discharge it downwardly and outwardly through the an-

nular lower opening, power driving mechanism for the

rotor including a jet reactor connected to the rotor by a

support extending inwardly and upwardly from the jet

reactor and to the rotor, and a lift ring comprising an

75 annular air foil in the path of the air stream discharged
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by the rotor, the surface of the lift ring curving down-
wardly and forming the upper surface of an opening
through the bottom of the aircraft.

12. An aircraft as described in claim 11 characterized
by a lift ring which is an annular air foil spaced from the 5
walls of the annular opening, and further characterized by
vanes extending upwardly in the path of the air stream
through the lower annular opening, said vanes extending
at acute angles to radii from the axis of rotation of the
rotor in directions to deflect the air stream from the 10
rotor at an angle which produces a reaction counter to the
direction of rotation of the rotor for preventing the stator
assembly from turning in the same direction as the rotor.

13. An aircraft comprising a stator assembly having a
rotor chamber therein with a central upper opening and 15

a downwardly and outwardly extending lower annular
opening through the bottom of the aircraft, a rotor in the
chamber having radially extending blades, power driving
mechanism for rotating the rotor to propel an air stream
downwardly through the central upper opening and out- 20

wardly through the lower annular opening, a lift ring com-
prising an annular air foil in the lower annular opening,
vanes connected to the stator assembly and located in the
path of the air stream discharged from the rotor, said
vanes extending at acute angles to radii from the axis of 25

rotation of the rotor in directions for counteracting the
tendency of the stator to turn with the rotor, at least part
of the vanes being adjustable angularly with respect to said

radii to compensate for changes in the friction which tends
to turn the stator assembly with the rotor. 30

14. The aircraft described in claim 13 and in which the
lift ring constitutes an annular air foil located in the
lower annular opening from the chamber and spaced from
the upper wall of the opening, and the vanes include fixed

portions that connect the lift ring to the stator assembly 35

and movable portions that can be shifted into different

angular positions transverse of said radii for producing
different degrees of reaction in a direction to compensate
the tendency of the stator assembly to turn with the
rotor. 40

15. An aircraft including a rotor having radially ex-

tending blades, power driving mechanism for the rotor,

a stator having a bearing on which the rotor turns about
a substantially vertical axis, annular lift rings including
a bottom surface of the stator in the air stream from the 45
rotor and shaped to deflect the air stream in a direction

to develop lift and forming the upper surface of an
opening through the bottom of the aircraft, a plurality

of other annular lift rings spaced from the bottom surface

of the stator and from each other but all located in the 50
path of the air stream from the rotor and all shaped to
deflect the air stream through the opening in the bottom
of the aircraft and in directions to produce lift.

16. An aircraft comprising an upper stator, a lower
stator, a rotor located between the stators with radially 55
extending blades that draw air downwardly through an
opening in the upper stator and that discharge the air out-
wardly and downwardly through an annular outlet in the
bottom of the aircraft and between the upper and lower
stators, and lift rings including an annular bottom sur- 60
face of the upper stator comprising a top wall of the
annular outlet opening shaped to deflect air downwardly
to develop lift, a second lift ring comprising an air foil

spaced downwardly from the top wall of the annular
outlet and attached to the rotor for rotation as a unit 65
therewith, the inner edge of the other lift ring being
located near the outer tips of the rotor blades.

17. An aircraft having an upper stator with an opening
therein for the downward flow of air, a lower stator rigidly

connected to the upper stator, a rotor comprising a cen- 70

trifugal blower located between the stators and enclosed

thereby, the rotor having a hub portion that rotates on
a bearing carried by the stators and about a substantially

vertically extending axis, fuel tanks within the hub of the

rotor, power driving mechanism for the rotor including 75
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a jet reactor which is supplied with fuel from the fuel
tanks in the rotor by centrifugal force, an air duct
through which the reactor is supplied with air from the
rotor, and a lift ring comprising an annular air foil
with its inner edge located near the outer tips of the rotor
blades, and forming the upper surface of an opening
through the bottom of the aircraft to deflect the air stream
from the rotor in a direction to produce lift.

18. An aircraft including a stator assembly with a
chamber therein, a rotor housed within the chamber and
having radially extending blades for drawing a current
of air downwardly through an opening in the stator as-
sembly and for discharging the air outwardly and down-
wardly through an annular outlet passage in the bottom
of the stator assembly, power driving mechanism for
the rotor, a lift ring in the air stream from the rotor,
the surface of the lift ring curving downwardly and
forming the upper surface of an opening through the
bottom of the aircraft and other power means for pro-
ducing a reaction in a direction substantially normal to
the axis of the rotor for imparting horizontal movement
to the aircraft.

19. The aircraft described in claim 18 and in which
the other power means include a rearwardly directed
reactor jet supplied with air by the rotor.

20. An aircraft including a stator assembly having a
chamber therein, a rotor enclosed in the chamber and
comprising a centrifugal blower that draws air downward-
ly through an opening in the top of the stator assembly
and then discharges the air through a passage in the
stator assembly and in an annular stream downwardly
through an outlet opening in the bottom of said stator

assembly, an annular lift ring in the passage and located
in position to deflect the air stream and shaped to deflect

the air stream in a direction to produce lift for vertical

ascent, the stator assembly constituting a wing which
serves as an air foil section for producing lift when the
aircraft is flying horizontally at substantial speed, the
wing being thick enough to include the rotor chamber,
and control surfaces connected to the wing for manoeu-
vring the aircraft in horizontal flight.

21. An aircraft including a stator assembly having
chambers therein, a rotor enclosed in each of said cham-
bers, each rotor comprising a centrifugal blower that

draws air downwardly through an opening in the top of
the stator assembly and then discharges the air radially,

and a lift ring around each of the blowers curving down-
wardly and forming the upper surface of a passage open-
ing through the bottom of the stator assembly to deflect

the air stream in a direction to produce lift.

22. The aircraft described in claim 21 and in which
the stator assembly constitutes a wing which serves as

an air foil section for producing lift when the aircraft

is flying horizontally at substantial speed and in which
the wing is thick enough to include the chambers that

house the rotors, and in which the wing has control sur-

faces for manoeuvring in horizontal flight.
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